HILLIARD DRESS CODE REGULATIONS 2010

PREP – GIRLS
EVERYDAY – CULOTTES WITH SCHOOL POLO
SPORTS DAY – SPORTS HOUSE SHIRT WITH CULOTTES

PREP – BOYS
EVERYDAY – SHORTS WITH SCHOOL POLO
SPORTS DAY – SPORTS HOUSE SHIRT WITH SHORTS

GRADE 1-3 GIRLS
EVERYDAY – DRESS, CULOTTES/SHORTS WITH SCHOOL POLO
SPORTS DAY – SPORTS HOUSE SHIRT WITH CULOTTES/SHORTS

GRADE 1-3 BOYS
EVERYDAY – SHORTS WITH SCHOOL POLO
SPORTS DAY – SPORTS HOUSE SHIRT WITH SHORTS

GRADE 4-7 GIRLS
EVERYDAY – BLOUSE WITH CULOTTES OR POLO WITH SHORTS
SPORTS DAY – SPORTS HOUSE SHIRT WITH CULOTTES/SHORTS

GRADE 4-7 BOYS
EVERYDAY – DRESS SHIRT OR POLO WITH SHORTS
SPORTS DAY – SPORTS SHIRT WITH SHORTS

FULL SCHOOL –

• HILLIARD TRACKSUIT OR HILLIARD FLEECE JUMPER OR NAVY BLUE TRACK PANTS/TOPS

• APPROPRIATE SANDSHOES WITH GREY OR WHITE SOCKS OR BLACK SCHOOL SHOES – NO OPEN TOE SHOES OR SANDALS

• HILLIARD HAT OR SIMILAR NAVY BLUE LEGIONNNAIRE/BUCKET HAT AS PER SUN SMART POLICY

EXCURSIONS – CORRECT EVERYDAY UNIFORM FOR YEAR LEVEL NOT SPORTS UNIFORM

INTERSchool SPORT – BLUE POLO WITH UNISEX SHORTS SOME SPORTS WILL BE REQUIRED PURCHASE ITEMS FROM THE UNIFORM SHOP. E.G. BASKETBALL, SOCCER AND FOOTBALL.

SPORTS HOUSE UNIFORM AS APPROVED BY P & C ONLY

Please Note: Sport House Shirts (Aston, Butler, Carlson and Rogers) may be worn on Thursday each week UNLESS there is a school representative excursion/activity occurring e.g. School Photo’s, off campus excursions, High School interactive immersion days etc.